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The new Guidelines should set clear
priorities of what the EU assistance aims
to achieve in the upcoming period, and a

clear results-oriented framework focused
on the quality of practice, rather than
quantitative indicators. The results and
achievements of the current EU support to
civil society in the enlargement countries
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need to be taken into account. Better
reframing and structuring of the

objectives, results and indicators is
necessary. Clear and refined national
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Therefore, a well-thought and consistent

managers as well as other relevant donors monitoring methodology, as well as a wellworking and/or supporting CSO enabling

defined structure for monitoring, needs to

environment.

be defined in the document itself.

The monitoring findings should be shared
and discussed with national governments,
civil society and other donors, for ensuring
more substantial and coordinated support
for the implementation of the national
policies and strategies for an enabling

environment for civil society. They should
provide basis and leverage to the EU
Commission to take appropriate action
towards Enlargement governments,
especially in cases when there is an
increasingly hostile environment for civil
BCSDN has developed its own methodology and
a tool for monitoring the EE for CSDev in
Enlargement countries – the Monitoring Matrix –
which has been an inspiration and basis for the
development of the Guidelines.
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society and growing obstacles to civil

society operations2. This will be in line with
the demands for reforming the EU
integration process, with “stringent
conditions, in order to effectively converge
towards European norms and standards
over the long term” and “easily and
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